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ABSTRACT
students in the beginning public relations course at

Kansas State University work in small groups to make case studies of
the public relations needs of organizations (usually campus groups or
nonprofit.commnnity organizations): and to develop public relations

plans for theM. After receiving project instnuctions, students
suggest possible clients, and teat assignments are made. hork on the

prolects takes place outside of class except for team progress
meetings with the instructor. Part one cf each team's project,
written in term paper style, sets forth a statement cf the problem,
information about the organization under study and similar
organizations, and a definition of the crgatizaticn's publics. For

part two, students write about long-range otjectives, goals, and
strategies of their public relations plans and make in-clase
presentations to which they invite representatives cf their
-organizations. The advantages of the approach --which far outweigh the
problems that ariseinclude its ability to brirg relevance to
classroom material, and aid community' organizations, teach
resourcefulness and interpersonal skills, and provide students with a

great sense of accomplishment. (The paper includes project
instructions and samples of a public relations plan diagram and a

case problem discussed in class.) (GW)
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Is it wise, faasible -- indeed,, is it possible, to Sude a ca

the beginning public relations course?

This question came in for considerable discus Ion durin 977. co-

session dealing with how public relation' professors made-use of the case study

made available by Standard Oil. Some professors expressed doubts. There is

so much material to cover in the beginning course it would be difficult to fit.

in a case study
4
project one argument ran. ,Beginning students d kno

about publiC relations, tools and techniques to handle a c

If it is true that the first course in public relations' ha

ran snot

Mehl mater

,

to cover that a case problem approach appears lapracticalq why wdo. e choose to

do it?

First, we are able to integrate the projecrs_into our course struc

taking too many class periods away from the kind of material we would otherwise

cover. Four days are devoted to class presentations of the public relations pia

which the students formulate and during recent semesters two days have been

given to team meetings, shortly before the first half of the project is due.

This does not seem to us to be too much time out of approximately 45 class

meetings during the semester. If we did not assign the large project do,

we would probably spend at least two additional classes on another aled -down

case problem anyway. The net loss is only about four classes for the entire

semester.

The anon for doing the project is a very important one. It brings

tit

relevance to classroom material. Even descriptions of real problems an tructor

has had or has read about tend to be hypothetical to many students. A reference

to the handling of public relations in a distant city in the corporate headquart_

of a large company may he interesting and aid in learning, but when you can invite

students to apply the material you're dt lcussing to public relations problems they



king on at that very. tine, t tithing seems h othetical, real. re

2

if students h relevance the F azio ae tep.s itn the public relatibr

process 4S we.talk about them in class. ta.lk about: nding, example,

we al\ rmmind them of the need tostate their client prohle n c ncisely and

specifically, tc provide info b tit lient ,gAn_ zetion including

history, purposes, organization,, activities, Putation, Win- other basic mater al;

and to discuss orgarli=ationA. similar to the -e they have selected.

it turns out for Us, ble not only to give good a upe iences

students but also to assist the community of Manhattan, Kansas, through th

students' projects. Nearly all of the prolects have been for campus group: or

,.,-

non-profi co unit anizations. For instance, at the time f Chisydriting the

groups in one public relations time are dealing with the local Big Brother/Mg

Sister nization, th, university's baseball teat, the College of Rome Economic.

(which has beers experiencing some enrollment problems), the .Arts and. Sc,i

U. on rs Program, and the Recreation Club, a pee-professional organization designed,

for s -9 den.t,s majoring in the field of recreation. One group is working wiith an

organization affiliated with the athletic departne ocher university In

the. state; Shocker Mountain Ski School is attempting market skirlessons on

artificial turf on a large cement slope at the rear of the Wichita. State

University stadium. Tao other groups are working with local Profit-making

organizations, an engineering firm and a radio station.

is obvious that the organizations,could pay for the se

the latter cases it

_es of full-time profes-

sionals and in some ways look at tt their participation in. the project as a form

of public service. In most cases, however, we ate the ones perfor ng a public

service. By researching the organization and its public relations, are likely

be doing something the organization needs

resources to accomplish-

but did not have the time or



regional or

State Uiiiver

public relat

pens Lines of communication _with a variety of for ~al and

ions L-idthereby se -es as a public r Lati rns technique. for :Kansas

the Departme of Jou slism and Mass Communications, and the

curriculum. 's angle does, require special handling, however,

,because the Progydm can occasionally .be a public relations minus as well as A

public relations plus. -lhere is nothing more eftbarrassing having so

Eroiu the organization under study appear in your classroom for a presentation

which

lege- Level.

organiz t anal epresentat

to die a poor excuse for a fourth-grade book report let alone a

ntation. It is necessary to explain this possibility to

student p

beginners

Likely the

t - so -real

Althoughh we use

eject

especially those who tend to be looking a,t -he

he answer to aLl their, problems. We explain, that these are

esuIts may be brilliant, the results may be horrendous, and most

d and realistic and-ill be a mixed b'ag of good and got - g,

modified case study approach in our beginning public rela-

tions C04 at an5a State UW erSitY, we don `t think Iv) re doing anything,

unique, nor do we have' any sophisticated quantitative data to prove that our

approach is better than anyane else "s. We believe our approach works, however,

and sae through e brief descripti n of it might stimulate some useful disc.

First tl background about our course might be in order. It is numbered

as an upper - level. journalism co urs"e, and normally' our majors do not take it until
,

after they have had at least Rep ttng I and Reporting II. The course does not

have any formal prerequisites and has became known in several er depa ents

aria two other colleges as a valuable service cou Often half, sometimes as

many as two thirds, of the students in. a given, section are not journalism majors.

They come from Animal Science, Home Ec Extension, Food and Nutrition in Business,

Ag Econ; Commnuity and Regional Planning, Recreation,,tAldlife Biolo occasionally

Architecture and Civil Engineering.
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While this mix often makes it difficult to decide just 'where to pitch ce_

material, we think the interaction with students from other disciplines benefits

our own students. And we strongly believe that students who will be going int
.

positions as extension agents recreation directors or co unity planners, should.

have a basic public relations course. We know that for nearly all of the no

s, our beginning course will e the only PR course they pill take.. If

delayed introducing the case problem approach until -our ecind course, Public

Information Methods, the non- -1d not have the advantag6

with a case study.

The fact remains, however, that the presenc6 in the class of so many non-

orking

majors to some extent reduces the level of sophistication with which we.can

,approach certain areas, such as media relations and use of graphics. We may

well be starting on a more basic level than some of you in other institutions;

yet we do use a modified case study approach with success.

We speak in terms of a "modified" case study approach, because we do not

. expect out students to complete the project in the sense that they actually

___1
produce press releases, slide shows, brochures or film clips. What we.do

t7,

them to do is utilize the complete public relations process to the point that

their plan is ready to present to manage me

Typically we have two sections of the beginning. public relations class during

the fall and spring terms. Theoretically, each section closes at 25; in reality,

enrollment usually settles at about 30. Students work on the case problem in

teams.

We try to keep the teams small, preferably no more than four members. In a

class of 30, two teams may have five members or we may add an additional project and

have three-member teams.

The fact that they will be doing a class problem is introduced the first day

class, and or project instructions (see Appendix A) Are distributed at that
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time. Also on that first day we ask them to begin thinking about possible "client"

organizations, ask them, to turn in suggestions. Of en spending a little

time talking about.- " from previous semesters is helpful at this point.

We sometimes have difficulty making it clear to students that the "client"

need not be a business or an organization. with a buxing problem. A "client

may be an organization thatsee to be getting along we but could do even

better with an improved public relations plan. It may be a new organization

or one which has not had'a PR program in the past.

Manhattan is a relatively small town (population. about 31,00 by county estimate

and students seem to despair at first of coming up with suggestions for clients.

The variety and multiplicity of clients they have managed to work with since we

started using real rather than hypothetical clients in 1974 take i,t clear that,

even in a town as small as Manhattan, there is no dearth of potential clients.

We have found that students much prefer to work with real cases, rather than

with hypothetical ones. They put hours of work into their major project, and

they like to feel that their work may be of practical use. Students are urged

to invite representatives of the- client organization into class the day the related

presentation, is done, d to make a copy of the finished project to the

client.

Even if clients don't utilize the strategies and tactics their student team

suggests, they can often profit from the team's analysis of publics and discussion

imilar organizations and their public relations activities.

We have not utilized any systematic sort of follow up with clients, and perhaps

we should. We see occasional evidence that strategies and tactics suggested by a

class team have been adopted. The Women's Resource Center on campus now has a

regular newsletter, for.example, and the Small Claims Court makes available a

useful reference which the judges themselves didn't know about until one of our

teams tracked it down in a secretary's desk drawer

7



One t in the spring of 1977, used the local school board- as aclient.

The sell 01 board had suffered two major publid refatiorts crises in the previo

two years -- the two-to-one defeat of a bond is and the extremely controversial

firing of the superintendent. A copy .of the project was given to the new super-

ndent, and during fall semester of 1977 the man who was spearheading a new

bond issue campaign had an opportunity to read the report. He called the

instructor to report how many of the suggestions in the project had actually

been adopted. Incidentall ,the 1977 bond issue passed, by a narrow margin.

During the second week of the ester, then, we call in client suggestions

tudents, on an optional basis. We ask than h dent suggesting a given

client get in touch with a representative of the business or organization, to

make sure the client is willing to work with the tudent team. Sometimes the

department gets a call from a representative of a local agency or organization,

asking for public relations help. We, may throw such requests into the hopper

with the student suggestions, and if enough students are interested in working

with the agency or organization we, willuse

We usually get a workable number of client suggestions. If we get too

many, we try to get an indication from the class regarding which projects they

would prefer to work on; if we'kettoo few we may line up a client or two. This

is seldom necessary.

On a given day during the second or third' week of class, team assignments

are made. The student suggesting a certain client is assigned to that client.

if the student wishes. We have not come up witn a thoroughly satisfactory way

I-ling students with clients. The instructor announces the clients, occasion-

ally asking the student who suggested a certain client to give some further

explanation, and places sign-up sheets, numbered from one through the maximu

number allowed on a team, at the front of the room.. Students then sign up to



work with a certain client. flat all students g choice (somehow

a favorite student bar seems to have greater pulling power than Kansas Gas and

Electric or the Sasnaks Area Girl. ScoUt'Council), but we've yet to come up with

a better way.

Formal class is dismissed about _.1.1,1aLcce early the day the assignments are

1
so

umbers, etc,

members may get acquainted and exchange the necessary names, phone

this point on, work on the case problem takes place outside

ofclass except for team progress meetings with the instructor.

These team eetings with the instructor were phased in three semesters ago

the suggestion of students, The meetings are held, during the regular class

time, a week to 10 days before the first part of the major project i. due. The

meetings are short, 12 to 15 minutes, and seem to be valuable. They force members

of each team to give serious thought to just where they stand, and how much more

they have 'to do before Part 1 is ready to turn in, They give teem member an

opportunity to ask the instructor questions, and they give the instructor. a

chance to learn a little about cooperation within the team and what specific

problems a given team might be facing. Team members are formally involved only

In the 12 or'15 minutes their team meets with the instructor, so there is some

tbrie for team eetings as. well.

Some teams actually design and carry out surveys, and the data they collect

are useful to clients. Forexample, a team in the spring of 1977 carried out a

survey in the student shopping area regarding potential usefulness of a branch.

bank. That client has no- located a temporary branch bank there and will be

putting:up a more peraanent structure soon. In another case, with postage and

supplies being paid for by the client, a team in the fall of 1977 ran a mail

questionnaire of 400 for the Kansas Forestry Service.

Most tea do not carry out such formal research (and there really isn't

time for us to squeeze a .kThisticated research methods course into our PR cia



'tort tee do at

y quain ad v"it

informal research, d ay studenes become

University Library for the firs ime.

e discuss lysis of publics, remind students that they will be

publics important -to their organization.zcpetted to

minded of

%fin the Vari

s 'octet tS sees to find what we h e to sayabout demographic and

rprisingly.relevane. Getting them to zero their

Once

hotrsphic t9rms

public 'e dificult

he

fulness,

the whole pro

There kg a tendency to believe that because their publi:

State 5t:tndert body it cannot be' defined at all.

Ihtng Rublies has been an

a

excellent way to teach our students resource-

uderits do riot have a research orientation at all, and for them

-z4Per ence after another. Kost are vaguely aware of

ud some have had a considerable amount,ofdary research

-oath their research creatively, however. Students-tend to think they

d find a bock eitlt1ed "X Profile of the Public Know! as K-State Students."

they Eind such book, they often assume the information doesn't exist.

eats %re

Three the four m tube

1(40. They had gone

didn't. They

hey despaired.

opportunities to teach

students really

h s

Buckley Apea =oat

th ion Club are a goad example of this situation.

the team are recreation majors who total only about

department head and asked if he had the data they needed.

think to consider him a good source of the data.

The search for background information gives us

',roaches and continually reminds of how naive most

request to keep copies of the best two or three pro

hstanding, we've yet o have a refusal These good

ptojeQt5 front] previous se.mesters can be helpful in exemplifying for current students

01Y y public tarn be defined to some extent, and that, once defined, the

is ens ier to wor
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APPend4 A fio

tioh one Sp

sim41s7r to khe or le

Import

probley

By

c)Plhalorx

we have

Two

days.

9

orob`lem is due sonetime d, r .n the eighth to tenth

as we work around Thanksgiving vacat

es of the academic calanddr in Part One (see

teams include. their statement c,f the problem; inf rma-

iflo organization inVolved; information about organization

they `are rofrking with; defini f the various Publics

izatlon and a bibliography. h 5 portion of the ca

term paper style.

tire Part One is due, we will have spent class tdme on public relations

nitiona and functions; communication p_ ciples, persuasion, public

de formation; fact-finding; analysis of publics; planfiing; and

edless to say, we ate seldom satisfied rolt-h the depth in which

d the subject areas.

he Project is due the each team Its presentat: one

presentations during the final two weeks of the semester.

4a s written in narrative style, aimed at decision-makers in the

Q. Teams include iix :art rwo (again, see Appendix A for

e objectives, goals,

;r

rep

tat elY. es.nd,

ategy and tactics. they are asked to

summarize their plans in a diagram (See'Appendix B for a

to discuss how the program can be evaluted, quanti-

A bibliography is also required for Part Two.

Each testa makes en in-class presentation, 20 to 25 mintues long, which

lky a gelgs pitch for their plan. they are to treat the est of the class

they represent the management to whom they have been assigned to present

Pleh. li representatives of the client organizations. have been invited to

tation, there may well be some bona fide management people there.at ad the

PrOgnting Memb- ._- the class are'asked to role-play accerdingly..



While teams are working on Parr Two ontsddeof class,

LU

ending class

time on tools, details, practical applications, guest peakars law, accreditation,

professionali :ion, etc, We try to do at least two case problems in class during

- having them war's

on the problem during one full class period and about thie first 15 70_1-lutes of the

next class-period.' One member of each team than briefly ptesents tie team's

recommendations. Other students ask questions. The following class period

the instructor reacts to the various solutions uggested. (See Appendix C

the semester, dividing the class into teams of four or

for sample case problems used.)

Working through the in-class case problemo seems to g students some feel

for working with the public relations process_ It also alerts them that they mar,

not clearly understand parts of the-process --

strategy and tactics. The instructor may point of

loosely that progress may be difficult to urea U2'

lonple, the differeace between,

that goals are stated so

_, and this will create probleis

in evaluating the progiam. Incidentally, the ud nts seem to find the in-c4as .

)case problems tb be fun,. a change of paCe from the "me lecture, you ]4- _eh"

approach.

In evaluating the use of the projects in our classrooms have reached a

number of conclusions bout the disadvantages and advantages of using such an

approach. "Fortunately the advntages far outweigh the disadvantages.

One problem is creating team situations which bring together people who

are all willing to cooperate with oth land '-oumft themselv_v, to a team. effo

Until recently we had problems with students from outsiide the rTalisa department

who were taking the course on the credit/no-credit system. In nearly every case

such students would slack off when their kload became de _ding. fter

they readcned, what difference did it make since they were not taking the class

for a specific letter grade., As long as they performed at least to the D level,



they would receive credit for the course. Often students working for a grade

ended up doing most of the work when they found themselves on a team with those

not motivated by grades. We eliminated of that problem by reclassifying the

Public Relations coutseas a forgrade-only offering. The problem still occurs,

of course, with slackards who enroll.

Problems now are.AOrelikely to evolve around scheduling. So many students

here must work to pay their educational expenses that they find it difficult to

find the time to meet with their teammates. *Often upon questioning it is easy

to discover Jut the problem is not as insurmountable as the students seem to

:feel it is, but it can be very genuine. If it is, we spend time.with the group

to attempt a solution and make accommodatiens if necessary- We also-point out

that coordinating schedules is partofthe "real world."

Another problem has been alluded -to above. Because of time and Ability

limitation, students' projects are often more superficial than we would like

them to be. This is a problem which we feel we cannot do much about. __In

our view it is teaching the prOcess which IsAmpOrtant,- and although we don't

suggest to them that theY,be superficial, we know what to expect. On the other

hand, some plans, most often done by teams dominated by graduate students, have

been exceptionally mature.

How to grade.the projects? It is definitely a case of apples and oranges

and every other'kind of fruit you can name. Each project is different, and it is

difficult to establish broad criteria which can easily be applied.'

How do we know how much each member- of the teim has contributed? We ask each

member of each team to turn in, with Fart One, a. review of the team's work to datei

including.a brief report'of-the meetings held,by the team (including attendance)

and comments on the contributions made by each member of the team rincluding

4

yourself." Students seem to be reluctint to "rat" on other students, so we find
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ourselves making increasingly strbnger statements about the need to be open

and frank in their cri., ques: "This is the maj or way I have 'of knowing how your

team worked together and how each member contributed, so please be honest and

specific, even though you may find it difficult This is not the time to be

overly modest, nor should you feel reluctant to comment frankly on the work

of teammates (your comments will be strictly,between you and the instructor).

We seem to be getting genially adequate comments in our critiques now,

although there is still a problem in getting all students to turn them in. Here

we simply apply a little peer group pressure, and refuse to turn back the paper

until all critiques are in.

On the class day following each team's presentation, they again tur in a
--.----

review of the team's work since Fart One was turned in. At this time we also

require a critique of the presentation. Again, no feedback from the instructor

given until acceptable evaluations from all members of a team have been turned

in.

Another problem in the past was attendance during the presentations.

number of students felt no need to attend other teams' presentation. It was

pretty depressing for students who had spent a whole semester on a case problem

to come for the presentation and-find few persons there except the instructor and

the members-of the other team presenting that day.

Our solution to this problem and it has helped enormously -- is to call

for informal critiques on presentationS by other teams, assigning a maximum of

three points per critique.

An enormous advantage of the project (or so the students tell us) is the

overwhelming sense of accomplishmentwhich they experience upon finishing the

course. Most of them have only a. vague realization of how much work is involved,

and when they are finished and see what they have done, they are both vastly
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relieved and (usually) very proud. This kind of feeling is not often elicited

by college courses.

Theteam project teaches them an enormous amount about personal relations.

They are forced to interrelate with others ° i many cases people they had never

seen before coming to class. Those groups which have internal problems usually

learn the most about human interaction;.unfortunately it is often at a, high price.

Even those on teams which run with exceptional ease have often indicated what they

learned about making a team run smoothly.

The-students are also fortunate to have the opportunity to present their

ideas to others for testing and for reaction. Most of what is done in higher

education is done only for the eye or ear of the teacher. The project forces

immediate -lementation of course material for immediate feedback. Brainstormi

and other planning sessions are valuable learning tools, and most of these

activities are done without the professor's direct involvement.:

Further the students have another opportnity to test their presentation

skills. Many of them are shy or ill -at -ease as a result of little or no experi-

ence, and the class presentation gives them one more opportunity to present

publidly. Although the teams have the option of not using all team members,

nearly everyone is given some part in the presentation.

Finally we can look back to all our reasons for wanting to use the pro

approach and see them as advantages. We have brought relevance to classroom

material, we have fulfilled an altruistic role, and we have deVeloped good public

relations for ourselves. We like it and know it works beautifully.. It is impds-

sible for us to see that it could not work for,mearly every beginning course in

public relations.

15
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89 6O Public Relations

AJOR PROJECT

Pur osee This assignment is- tended to give you experience in utilizing the complete

ublic relations process in solving a public relations problem. As you work on the assign-

ent, you should learn not only about public relations, but also about the organization

hich you have chosen. For example, if the problem you select,happens to be explaining an

pplication for a rate increase by Southwestern Bell, you will learn a lot aboutSouth-

estern Bell (and about the telephone industry in general) while also learning about cor-
.

orate ryl rela=tions.

!cope: This is to be a major effort on your group's part. The results (in the forms

f a paper and of an in -class presentation) should reflect two things--hard.work in-search-

ng for information and hard work in doing some creative thinking. Try to be_ resourceful,

nnovative and individualistic in your approach, but remain aware that coming up with one

right and creative idea does not excuse your group from the need for hard work in your in-

ormation search and planning your entire program.

Organization: It is hoped that you can work with an organization related to your own

nterests.' You will be dealing with a real public relations situation, and It is hoped that

he final product will be of practical use to the organization with which your group works.

The Project

part One; Thestyle_to beused:in writing Part One will differ from that used in Part

wo. All sections of Part One should be written in traditiOnal term paper stYle-, including

ppropriate footnoting.

Item 1:-- Your first task !.s to describe the public relations situation (or problem)- es

floncisely and specieallyas possible. ,Ifyou seethe situation as being multi-faceted or in

ny way Compartmentalized, make it clear what the various parts of the situation are.and how

hey-interrelate. Regardless of how complex ,iou-feel the situation to be, however, the'descrip-.

ion should be brief and to the point, and no more than one double-spaced-typewritten page in.

ength. If your description can't be expressed_in one page, the situation is undoubtedly

eyond the time and professional capabilities of students in a basic public relations course.

rider these circumstances yowl/ill need to limit-your efforts.

Item 2 -- Provide information about the specific organization involved. This inforrea-

ion should provide background for a reader who may know little or nothing about the organ-

zatIon. Discuss the history, purposes, organization, activities, reputation, and other

asic material about the organization and the current and past public relations 'Used by

he organization, making an attempt to determine their public relatiOns budget.

-Item 3 -- Discuss organizations similar to the one you have selected. Try to determine

ow others are organized, what their activities are,-etc., with an eye to those areas in

hich they differ from your own organization. Also discuss their public relations programs.

.Item 4 -- Define the various publics which are important to the organization in handling

is particular public relation situation., Each of these publics should be discussed in at

east two ways -- the importance of each public to the organization,'and the general nature

f the public in both demographic and psychogcaphic terms. The space devoted to the discuss-,

on of each public should be in relation to the importance of each public to the solution

f -be-problem.

Item 5--- Include. a bibliography. UseTurabianis A Manual for Writers as a reference

or proper form. In addition to the usual printed sources, be sure to include interviews,

orrespondence, etc.
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Part Two: Due the day of your presentation. 'Please turn Part One back also.

This is the portion of _your paper which will allow considerable latitude and flexibil-

ity -- and will place special demands on your creativity and adaptability. Write it in nar-

rative conversational style, aimed ht decision-makers in your organization. In discussing

objectives, goals, strategies and tactics, be sure to indicate to which publics they apply.

Item 1 -- Define the long-range objectives for your public relations program. Dependiri

on the nature of the problem- you have selected to work with, these objectives may range in

scope from a year to several years. Long -range objectives are usually general, and seldom

specific enough to be measurable. (Remain aware, however, that there is a difference between

being general and being vague.)

Item 2 -- Discuss the goals for your program. .These specific goals must relate easily

and obviously to the long-range objectives. Most of these goals should be specific.enough

to be Measurable. In other words, there should be quantitative or countable factors in-

volved in the goals, so the success or failure of the program can in-time be determined by

something_ other than intuition or guesses.

Item 3 -- Discuss the general strategy you think should be used to accomplish your
ee

goals and objectives. Is a soft sell or a hard, sell better? Should communication be

direct or indirect? Should communications be constant and continuing or of aesaturation

nature? :Or will infrequent contacts at certain times of the year be adequate? In short,

diScussethe'geteral communications approaches you think will be best in achieving the objec-

tives and goals.

Item 4 -- After discussing strategies, discuss the tactics you propose to use, and why

you.feel those tactics are best and what you hope they will accomplish. (Having good rea

sons for selecting a few tactics is better than 'isting lots of them but not being able to

explain the rationale behind-their use). Discuss the budget at this point.

Item 5 --
and tactics.

and o=114%-;.

To summarize your plans draw a diagram of your objectives, goals, strategies

Finally, discuss how you think -your program can be evaluated, quantitatively-

if you've set quantitative goals, this Step will be easy.

Item 7 -- A second and undoubtedly shorter bibliography. should be developed for, -Part

Two. References will include materials consulted for specific programming aids and ideas.

CLASS PRESENTATION -- The class presentation should be 18-20 minutes long and should be a

sales pitch for your plan. Make it interesting. Use appropriate. visual- aids. Treat the

class as if they represent the management to whom you have been assigned to present your

plan -- not as,a group of your classmates. Non-presenting members of the class should

roleplay accordingly. You may find it helpful to explain to the class, before beginning

material to help them evaluate properly. This material can also be organized

and distributed to the class the last class meeting before your presentation.

a handout

EVALUATIONS /CRITQUES -- When your team turns in Part One of the major project, each student

should also turn in a. review of your teae's work to date. The review may be informal

(hand-written, written in first person, etc.). It should include a brief repott of'che'

meetings held by your team (including attendance) and comments on the contributions made
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by each member of your team_(including yourself). This is the major way I have f

knowing how your team worked together and how each member contrih so Please be honest
and specific, even though you may find it difficult. This is not the time to he -overly-

modest, nor should you feel reluctant to comment frankly on the work of teammates (your

comments will be strictly between you and the instructor).

H:in the class day follOwing your team's presentation, you should -each turn in a review

of your team's work.since Part one was turned in and a-critique Of your presentation.

No feedback from the instructor will be given on part,, of the project until acceptable'

evaluations from all members of the team have been turned in.

BONUS POINT,CRITIQUES -- A student' may earn bonus .points by turning in'. informal cri-

tiques of the presentations given on days other than when his /her teges presentation is

scheduled. (Five points per day.
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°MOTIVE

of KSIMI-FM

!advertising

of DB-FN

Adverttae SDBFM through

the local media

Soli billboards'

Advertise more in the

Collegian' and Mercu

newspapers
t

Prepare le itimatc news releases1

Increase the number of remote

special broadcasteM

Place ady0ising posters in

University claseroois' and 0

community billboards#
t

Continue the information card

handout auring registration

Sell and givaaway KSDB-FM

paraphenalie#

Prepare ta 1 -top memos*

Broadccst`over University

intercom 5 stems'

Increase anent of the

weekly music earveyq

GALS

Increase the use of KSDB-FM's

'public announcement services

STRATEGIES

Increase awareness of ESDB's

available public eery cos

TACTICS

Send the prepared

letter to all organ-

ization heads'

Advertise KSDB-FM

services*#

Special

Give" station, tours * //

Support -local charity

driveal

Informpotential sponsors

of the benefits of supporting

KSIM-FN

inancial-sup art

Develope personal contacts

with pqtentia1 sponsors//

Follow-up support with a

thank-you note#

tics

Prepare an inform

on the atation'

tive brochure

Receive a chamber of commerce

endorsement//

-indicatee tactic is apeoificaUly aimed a

University community

M indicates ta tio is specifically aimed a

Manhattan community

the
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APPENDIX C

Case ProbleM #
289-630 Public Relations

.A nationally known chemical manufacturing company opened a branch plant

in the hills of a Southeastern state. The location vas -chosen on the basis

of labor supply, raw materials, tax rates and humidity conditions.

Shortly affer the plant opened, in an interview with local Media personnel

and area wire service reporters, a toil company executive said, "One of our

major reasons for locating hereand thus one of our coiltributions to this

community--was to help raise the standard of living of these hillbillies."

The story was widely-reported. A-Steifthbroke. Nationally-Anown natives

of the state wrote burning letters to the newspapers. A syndicated columnist

wrotea column, half in anger, half in fun. The governor, senators, and other

politicians got into the act with duly indignant protests. People in the

community expressed bitter resentment.

You are members of the company's public relations staff. Spend the rest

of this class period (and the first 15 minutes or so of Monday's class) brain-

__storming about a program to remedy the situation. Consider fact-finding you

would recommend, and outline your suggested program in terms o' objectives,,

goals, strategies and tactics.

Select a member of your group to cake notes, and select a spokesman

okespersonflfoti-YOUr groun,to-nresent-VoUr ideas to the- -test of`- -- -the --

The notas may'be rough,Jvt shoilld include the names of members of your group

and must be turned in at the end of the class period Monday. Yonr team's

spokesperson should be prepared to spend 10 to 15 minutes Monday-presenting

your plans, and you-should-all-be prepared to field questions regarding those

plans.



PROBLEM
C RXLATIONS K289-630)

VERTING ENVIRONYENTAUSTS ACTION
LEADING TO

.
SUBSTANTIAL LOSS OF SALES

APPENDIX (con

Misuse ofaroclinS--uto will oftari result in his blaming it for
any shortcomings. That's bad enough. .But, when misuse also damages the
environment, sales of the product catlj=oriarined.
Just such a situation confronted the Salt Institute (SI), Alexandria,-Va.,

trade association of salt distributors.

Ten million tons of salt are used annually on some 400,000 tiles of roads in

more than 2,500 communities in 33 snow belt U.S.A. states and Canada. Pro

pplied, it is believed to be the most _effective,--envitonmentally-safe,
eeoneniC4I, and adequately available product for combatting ice on roads. But,

by 1972, hundred of PWDs (Public Works Departments) had been creating, through

sloppy storage and inefficient spreading, problems which seemed likely to

reduce the industry's $64 million annual sales by 25%. Charges were being made

by environmental grou-s that salt damages pavements and vegetation and endangers

water supplies and wildlife, "Halt the Salt" campaigns were being organized,

use of salt on roads had already been'banned_in uni ties, and similar

ordinances were being proposed in 200 addition

At that point, Si retained (a&A), NYC- headquartered
public relations counsel, to develop a Program for combatting this threat.

liou are the members of CE&A's staff, and you have been asked to do the following:

1. Determine SI's publics in this circumstance,,
2. For each public indicate if it is primary, seeofidary or marginal.
3, Brainstorm about how-you will remedy this situation.

Select a member of your group to take notes, and select someone to present your
ideas to the rest of the class. The notesriay be rough, b4t they should include
the names of members of your group_ and must be turned in at the end of the next class

period.


